God Hand
Developer: Clover Studio (Viewtiful Joe, Okami)
Publisher: Capcom
Released: Late 2006 JP/US, 2007 Elsewhere
-You are Gene. After losing your arm while trying to save a girl in danger, you awaken to find that it's been replaced with the God Hand, a limb imbued with incredible powers. You defend yourself from various demons who want the God Hand for their own evil purposes.

Klonoa 2: Lunatea's Veil
Developer: Klonoa Works
Publisher: Namco
Released: 2001
-The Japanese title's literal translation is Klonoa of the Wind 2: Thing That The World Wants to Forget 
-You play as Klonoa, trying to save the dream world of Lunatea from the pirate Leorina, who is attempting to attain the Power of the Gods
-The language the characters speak is called Phantomilian. Phantomile is the dream world the first Klonoa took place in.

Portal
Developer/Publisher: Valve Software
Released: Late 2007 (US Online), 2008 Elsewhere
-Mike Patton of Faith No More/Mr. Bungle fame did the voice of the Anger Sphere.
-This is the “The cake is a lie”/Still Alive” game.
-For completion's sake: You play as Chell, an Aperture Science Test Subject. Ostensibly, you're testing the Portal Gun. There may be more to it.

Sonic the Hedgehog
Developer: Sonic Team
Publisher: Sega
Released: 1991
-You play as Sonic the Hedgehog, trying to save an unnamed planet from the evil Dr. Robotnik. He's stolen the Chaos Emeralds, and trapped your cuddly animal friends in monstrous robot bodies.
-The game was actually released to the US first, about a month (June 23, 1991 versus July 26, 1991) before it came to Japan. This makes Sega's push over the last decade or so to standardize Robotnik's worldwide name as “Dr. Eggman” (His Japanese name) a bit strange.
-Masato Nakamura, of J-Pop band Dreams Come True, did the music for this game. He would return for Sonic 2 as well.
-The second game, after Altered Beast, to be a Genesis pack-in game.
-In extended materials (Comics, the animated series), the planet is referred to as Mobius. This is never mentioned in the games themselves.
-In reality, hedgehogs are actually quite slow.

Sonic 3D Blast
Developer: Travellers' Tales (Most of the LEGO games)
Publisher: Sega
Released: 1996
-You play as Sonic the Hedgehog, again. Flickies (First featured in the game “Flicky” in 1984) can travel anywhere using large rings, and Dr. Robotnik is trying to use them to search for the Chaos Emeralds. You have to stop him.
-The game was ported fairly quickly to the Sega Saturn. This was to make up for the cancellation of Sonic X-Treme, which is something of a saga in itself (Which ended with one guy working himself into pneumonia trying and failing to get the game out on time. No kidding.).
-The game is called Sonic 3D: Flicky's Island in Japan and Europe.

Sonic Adventure
Developer: Sonic Team
Publisher: Sega
Released: 1998 (Japan), 1999 (Elsewhere)
-More Sonic stopping Robotnik goodness!
-This was essentially the killer launch title for the Sega Dreamcast. Sonic in 3D? Heck yes! Little did we all know...
-Jon St. John, best known for manning the iPod at Emptyeye and Silver's wedding (Oh, yeah, he's also the voice of Duke Nukem), voiced Big the Cat. 

Sonic the Hed*LOADING*
Developer: Sonic Team
Publisher: Sega
Released: 2006
-The game is actually simply called “Sonic the Hedgehog”. “Sonic 2006” or “Sonic 2K6” is a fandom name to differentiate it from the original Genesis game of the same name.
-This was the game that was intended to be Sonic's big 15th birthday celebration, and the game that would break the polygon ceiling for the series. The actual result...did not quite live up to this.
-The plot involves time travel. Also, there are somewhat realistically drawn humans in the game, which clashes somewhat with the established Sonic aesthetic.

Sonic 4 (Episode 1)
Developers: Dimps (The Sonic Advance series), Sonic Team
Publisher: Sega
Released: 2010
-This was the more-hyped of the two Sonic games (Sonic Colors was the other one) to come out in 2010. Opinions differ on whether it was actually the better game.
-The game takes place after Sonic 3 and Knuckles. Sonic is exploring some new territory, and Eggman (This is now Robotnik's official name worldwide) has also survived the events of Sonic 3 and Knuckles and is taking measures to defeat the hedgehog.
-Presumably, more episodes will be released in the future.

Resident Evil
Developer/Publisher: Capcom
Released: 1996
-The series is known as Biohazard in Japan
-The plot involves a series of murders taking place in Raccoon City. Two S.T.A.R.S. teams are sent to investigate. You play as one of the members of the second team sent after contact with the first is lost.
-This version of the game has legendary voice acting. Two gems are “You were almost a Jill sandwich”, as well as the line about “The master of unlocking”. 
-The game was later re-released several times. Most famously, at least at the time, was the so-called “Director's Cut” version, which was (In North America) not the Director's Cut at all. Some cutscenes were censored or altered in the original version; the changes remained in the “Director's Cut”.
-The game popularized the genre that became known as “Survival Horror”. A Japan-only game, 1989's Sweet Home (Also by Capcom), was likely one of the first examples, and Resident Evil actually draws fairly heavily from it.

Super Mario World 2: Yoshi's Island
Developer/Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1995
-You play as Yoshi, trying to reunite Baby Mario with his brother Baby Luigi. Kamek the Magikoopa is trying to prevent this reunion.
-The graphical style was Shigeru Miyamoto's protest of the graphical style in Donkey Kong Country, which he despised at the time (Though his stance has since softened somewhat).

La-Mulana
Developer/Publisher: GR3 Project
Released: 2005
-The game is a giant tribute to the MSX and its games, including the sometimes obtuse methods of advancement.
-”La-Mulana” is the syllables of the name of one of the developers, Naramura, in reverse order (And accounting for the whole “lack of an l/r distinction in Japanese”)

Splinter Cell: Pandora Tomorrow
Developer/Publisher: UbiSoft
Released: 2004 (NA/EU), 2005 (Japan)
-One of the many games based around a Tom Clancy novel
-You play as Sam Fisher, a man working for a Black Ops division of the National Security Agency called The Third Echelon.
-Sam Fisher is voiced by Michael Ironside, who among many other things voiced Darkseid in Superman: The Animated Series and Justice League
-Allstate insurance pitchman Dennis Haysbert (Oh yeah, he was also President David Palmer on 24) voiced Fisher's boss, Irving Lambert.

Castlevania: Lament of Innocence
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 2003 (NA/Japan), 2004 (EU)
-The third Castlevania game to play in a 3D style.
-The game focuses on the origins of the Belmont/Dracula conflict. You play as Leon Belmont, trying to rescue his beloved from an evil vampire's castle.
-The game is called simply “Castlevania” in Japan/the EU

StarTropics
Developer/Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1990 (US), 1992 (EU)
-You play as Mike Jones, who is searching for his missing uncle, Dr. J. 
-The game came with a letter that you were supposed to soak in water. This gave you the radio frequency you needed in Chapter 4 to continue on. Luckily, the code was the same in all copies of the game. The letter was included in a digital form in the Wii Virtual Console re-release, minus the whole “dipping in water” thing.
-The game's sequel, StarTropics 2: Zoda's Revenge, was one of the last games released on the NES.


Dr. Mario 64
Developer/Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 2001
-This version of Dr. Mario adds a story mode involving characters from Wario Land 3. Mario is using the MegaVitamins to cure the pepole of the land during flu season, but Wario tries and fails to steal the MegaVitamins. The Vitamins are stolen by Dr. Scienstein and Rudy the Clown, and Mario and Wario both try to get them back.
-The game was not originally released in Japan--it would see release for the first time in a Japan-only GameCube collection along with Panel de Pon and Yoshi's Cookie.
-Dr. Mario is not a real doctor. Do not let him touch your genitals. 

Tetris Attack
Developer: Intelligent Systems
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1995 (Japan, as Panel de Pon), 1996 (Elsewhere)
-Tetris Attack is a Yoshi's Island-themed reskinning of Panel de Pon. The plot of Story Mode involves Yoshi trying to un-hypnotize his friends, freeing them from the control of Kamek the Magikoopa.
-In addition to the Yoshi's Island theme, the Tetris name itself was mainly a marketing device--the game bears basically no resemblance whatsoever to Tetris.

Donkey Kong Country 2: Diddy's Kong Quest
Developer: Rare
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1995
-The plot of the game involves Diddy Kong and Dixie Kong travelling through Crocodile Isle to rescue Donkey Kong from the Kremlings.
-Mario, Yoshi, and (If you don't get at least 19 DK coins) Link make a cameo appearance in the ending, in “Cranky's Video Game Heroes”. You can also see what are presumably supposed to be Sonic the Hedgehog's shoes off to the right, near the trash can and “No Hopers” sign.
-Watching Essentia play through this game in “Mommy Teaching Mode” is one of the cutest things ever.

Diddy Kong Racing
Developer: Rare
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1997
-The game features the debut of a bunch of characters that were intended to star in their own franchises. Most notably, Banjo the Bear, and Conker the Squirrel in a pre-Bad Fur Day form. 
-Rare during the N64 era loved “collect-a-thon” games. This shows here, where even a racing game has elements of it, although most agree that it reached its apex with either Donkey Kong 64, or several years later with Star Fox Adventures.
-Timber the Tiger's parents leave him in charge of his home island, leaving he and his friends alone to race for fun. Unfortunately, the evil Wizpig decides this would be an excellent time to take it over. Naturally, a series of races is the only way to defeat him and win the island back.
-The game was re-released on the Nintendo DS in 2007. Banjo and Conker were replaced by Tiny Kong and Dixie Kong, respectively.



Rocket Knight Adventures
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 1993
-One of a glut of “mascot games” that invaded the market in the early 90s. Other examples include Alfred Chicken, Bubsy, and to a lesser extent, Chuck Rock.
-You play as an opossum knight named Sparkster. You have a rocket pack. And you're going on an adventure. More specifically, it's an adventure to save Princess Sherry from the evil Axel Gear. Along the way, you fight various robots and pigs in mechanical vehicles.
-The game would get a sequel on the Genesis/Mega Drive called Sparkster, as well as an SNES spin-off game, also called Sparkster. Much like the SNES/Genesis versions of Aladdin (Among others), they're totally different games.

Rocket Knight
Developer: Climax Studios (Silent Hill: Shattered Memories)
Publisher: Konami
Released: 2010
-You're still an opossum knight named Sparkster. You still have your rocket pack. This may or may not be an adventure.
-After returning to Zephyrus, you find the pigs from the first game fighting alongside your opossum friends, with Axel Gear acting as the Rocket Knight in your absence. The new threat is a pack of wolves.

Mega Man 10
Developer: Capcom/Inti Creates
Publisher: Capcom
Released: 2010
-After the success of Mega Man 9, an out-of-nowhere revival of the main Mega Man series, this game naturally followed.
-No, this is not Mega Man X.
-The game's Japanese title is “Rockman 10: Uchū kara no Kyōi!! “, or “Rockman 10: Threat from Outer Space!!”
-The pretense this time: A disease called “Roboenza” is infecting robots. Dr. Wily tells Mega Man that an infected robot stole a machine that, he claims, can devise a cure. Mega Man goes to get the machine back.

Mega Man X2
Developer/Publisher: Capcom
Released: 1994 (Japan), 1995 (Elsewhere)
-The second game in the Mega Man X series. 
-Despite what the logo looks like, the game is not called “Mega Man X Squared”
-6 months after Sigma's defeat in the first game, Mega Man X, as the new leader of the Maverick Hunters, is trying to wipe out the last of the Maverick resistance. New foes pop up in the form of “The X-Hunters”. At the same time, X is trying to reconstruct his friend Zero.

Cave Story
Developer/Publisher: Pixel Studios
Released: 2004
-The quality of this game was one of the main reasons SDA reversed its “Officially published games only” stance.
-The Japanese title is “Doukutsu Monogatari”.
-While the fan translation is generally very good, there is one spot where the translator admits to missing the boat. The password you need to enter the door is the game's title backwards; this was translated literally (The more correct translation would be approximately “Yrots Evac”).


VVVVVV
Developer/Publisher: Terry Cavanagh
Released: 2010
-The plot of the game is pretty simple: You are Captain Viridian, and you've been separated from your ship's crew and tossed into an alternate dimension. Naturally, you want to reunite with them. 
-The gameplay is also pretty simple: Outside of moving left and right, your only other move is a “flip gravity” button that will send you from the ceiling to the floor, and vice versa.
-Terry Cavanagh's first “commercial” game.
-The game's aesthetic is based on the Commodore 64 games that Cavanagh played growing up.

Sunset Riders
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 1991 (Arcade), 1992 (Genesis), 1993 (SNES)
-Very simply, you're a bounty hunter in the Old West, trying to collect the bounty on various criminals.
-The SNES version of the game is probably the more complete of the two ports (All four characters selectable, all the bosses), although there is some censorship as well (The dancers in stage 4 have more conservative dress).
-The hostage in stage 4 can apparently be in point blank proximity to a detonating bomb and emerge completely unscathed. Naturally, your big, bad bounty hunter cannot do this. This raises the question of “Why isn't SHE out hunting bounties?”

Fallout 3
Developer/Publisher: Bethesda Game Studios
Released: 2008
-Takes place 36 years after Fallout 2. Your father has gone missing, and so you must escape from The Vault, a shelter designed to protect humans from the titular fallout, to track him down.
-A huge concern about the game before its release was that it would turn out to be “Oblivion with guns”. Despite that, the game received a positive critical reception when it did come out.

Super Mario World
Developer/Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1991
-One of the 3 launch titles for the Super Nintendo in the US, and its first pack-in game. Pilotwings and F-Zero were the other two launch games.
-Continuing what would be a fine tradition, Bowser has kidnapped Princess Toadstool (Peach) and sealed the Yoshis of Dinosaur Land inside of eggs. Mario is trying to rescue her.
-Marks the debut of Yoshi, although the concept of Yoshi existed internally at Nintendo as far back as Super Mario Bros. 2.

Super Mario Galaxy
Developer: Nintendo EAD Tokyo
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 2007
-Once again, Bowser has kidnapped Peach, and Mario has to save her. By this point, it may or may not all just be roleplay (And if it is, it may or may not have a kinky element to it).
-The first Mario game to have something resembling a 2-player simultaneous Co-Op mode (Previous games had the players take turns going through levels). The second player controls the throwing of Star Bits.

Super Mario RPG: Legend of the Seven Stars
Developer: SquareSoft
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1996
-The game is simply called Super Mario RPG in Japan
-The first RPG starring Mario; the Paper Mario series would continue the concept.
-Bowser, Toadstool, yada yada yada. Soon Bowser has bigger problems, in the form of a giant sword crashing into his castle. Now you have to save Toadstool AND help Bowser get his castle back.
-Features cameos from Samus and Link if you look hard enough. The Boss Battle music from Final Fantasy IV also makes an appearance.

Resident Evil 2
Developer/Publisher: Capcom
Released: 1997
-Believe it or not, this game was responsible for reversing Sony's “no 2D games” policy on the Playstation in the US. The conversation went something like “No 2D games in the US!” “Fine...but then you're got getting Resident Evil 2 in the US either.” “NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO”
-This game features more expansive environments than just a mansion. Leon Kennedy and Claire Redfield explore the infected Raccoon City, where two months after the first game, most of the population has been zombified by the T-Virus. 
-Was developed by a team of 40 to 50 people over the course of 1 year, 9 months.

Lara Croft and the Guardian of Light
Developer: Crystal Dynamics, Nixxes Software (PS3, PC)
Publisher: Square Enix
Released: 2010
-The first Lara Croft game to not feature the Tomb Raider name
-You can play as either Lara Croft or an ancient Mayan warrior named Totec. Your tasks are to retrieve the Mirror of Smoke and stop the evil spirit Xolotl.
-Totec is voiced by legendary voice actor Jim Cummings. Besides many, MANY TV and Film voices, some of his notable video game roles are Dalles the Wizard in the Turbo-CD version of Ys I & II, Pooh, Tigger, AND Pete in the Kingdom Hearts games, and The Master, Set, and Gizmo in Fallout.

Ninja Gaiden
Developer/Publisher: Tecmo
Released: 1988 (Japan), 1989 (US), 1991 (Europe)
-The game is called “Ninja Ryūkenden” in Japanese. This translates roughly to “Ninja Tale of the Dragon Sword”. “Ninja Gaiden” is a bit more general, meaning roughly “Ninja's Tale”. In Europe, the game is called “Shadow Warriors”, which translates to...”Shadow Warriors”. This is because Europe hated ninjas in the early 90s; the “Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles” are an excellent example.
-After Ryu Hayabusa's father is killed in a duel with a rival ninja, Ryu discovers a letter from him directing Ryu to take the Dragon Sword and go to America. While there, he decides to get some revenge for his father's murder.
-Similar to the European version of Rygar on the NES, Ryu Hayabusa's controls are a little different in the European version--his jump is a bit floatier, closer to that of the US version of Ninja Gaiden III.
-This game, like Rygar, was advertised by Tecmo as “THE #1 ARCADE SMASH” back in the day. Also like Rygar, it has very little to do with its arcade namesake. “You play as a ninja named Ryu Hayabusa, whose father has been murdered” is actually about the only thing it has in common with the arcade version.
-The game was one of the first to extensively use cutscenes to advance the story and introduce new plot elements, at least in the US.
-The game's translators were Kevin and Daniel. They sometimes did a less than stellar job, as evidenced by “AND SEE YOU NEXT.” on the last ending screen.

Mike Tyson's Punch-Out!!
Developer/Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1987
-This particular game blends both the Arcade Punch-Out!! and its sequel, Super Punch-Out!!, into its own game. It then throws in a pre-crazy Mike Tyson for good measure.
-You play as Little Mac, a rather scrawny (4'8” 107lbs) kid from The Bronx, NY, on his journey to the top of the WVBA World Circuit and a shot at “The Dream Fight” with Mike Tyson.
-There is a popular misconception that the game was changed to Punch Out!! Featuring Mr. Dream as a result of Tyson's legal troubles in the early 1990s. In truth, Tyson's contract ran out before that.
-Tyson's 31-0 record was his actual professional boxing record at the time of the game's release.

Magician
Developer: Eurocom
Publisher: Taxan
Released: 1991
-For some reason, the title screen says Copyright 1990, even though the game was not released until February 1991.
-”Goat's Milk” in the “Guild” is likely wacky Nintendo of America censorship. As the game never came out in Japan, though, we'll never know for sure, since there's no Japanese release to compare it to.
-The plot is that you are Paul, an apprentice Magician, who is about to go on his Magician's Trek to learn from all the master wizards of the land of Merlwood. Small problem: All the master wizards are dead, slain at the hands of the evil magician Abadon. So instead, your quest is to defeat the evil Abadon and restore peace to Merlwood.
-You gain experience in the game by such obviously magical tasks as “Delivering mail”, “talking to trees (twice)”, and of course “entering an anti-gravity chamber with spikes on the ceiling that will impale you.”
-Eurocom's first developed game...and Taxan's last published one.
-You can change the ending in one of two ways--failing to attain 10000 maximum mana at the end of the game denies you the last two screens (With Abadon dying). More substantially, you can actually kill non-hostile people in the game. Killing enough of them makes the village deserted, you get no music, and the text essentially tells you that your efforts to kill Abadon were wasted, since you're now a big fat murderer.

Gunstar Heroes
Developer: Treasure
Publisher: Sega
Released: 1993
-The plot is different in the US versus the Japanese version. One difference is that the game takes place on Planet Gunstar-9 in the US, and on Earth in Japan.

LEGO Harry Potter: Years 1-4
Developer: Travellers' Tales
Publisher: Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment
-Unlike most previous LEGO games, the Story Mode has things to do and progress to be made in between “proper” levels, in the form of lessons and spells. You can then go back and use these throughout Hogwart's Castle.
-The game is more Co-op friendly than most LEGO games. It uses the split-screen introduced in LEGO Indiana Jones 2, meaning that the two players aren't “tethered” to each other a la the original Gauntlet.

Kirby and the Amazing Mirror
Developer: Flagship/Dimps/HAL Laboratories
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 2004
-The game's Japanese title is “Hoshi no Kirby: Kagami no Daimeikyū“, or “Kirby of the Stars: The Great Labyrinth of the Mirror”.
-The only Kirby game that does not feature King Dedede.
-In Dream Land, there is a Mirror World. One day, it decides to only copy evil minds. This creates a Dark Meta Knight, who slices Kirby into four different Kirbies. Dark Meta Knight then cuts the mirror into eight fragments. Kirby has to save both the mirror and the real Meta Knight.

Kirby Super Star
Developer: HAL Laboratories
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1996 (Japan, US), 1997 (Europe)
-The game is called “Kirby's Fun Pack” in Europe, and “Hoshi no Kirby Super Deluxe“ (Or “Kirby of the Stars Super Deluxe”) in Japan.
-The game is actually a collection of smaller Kirby games, ranging from Spring Breeze (Essentially a remake of Kirby's Dream Land) to Milky Way Wishes (Where you explore several planets), to The Great Cave Offensive (Where you're trying to get as many treasures out of a cave as possible).
-Was released on the DS as Kirby Super Star Ultra.

Super Meat Boy
Developer/Publisher: Team Meat
Released: 2010
-Is an update/sequel of a Flash game called Meat Boy.
-You are Meat Boy, and you're trying to save your girlfriend, Bandage Girl, from the evil Dr. Fetus.
-The game also features lots of characters from various indie games, most notably The Kid of I Wanna Be the Guy fame.
-Watching the cutscenes, chapter 4's boss cutscene in particular, shows that Dr, Fetus has approximately as much experience with tying people up as the participants of AGDQ have with duct taping someone's mouth shut (Note how Bandage Girl's stubby little arms are sticking out of the ropes in that scene in particular).
-The World Intro cutscenes are homages to classic games of yore, from Ninja Gaiden to Street Fighter II.
-Brendan “Mr. MAGFest” Becker is on the OST. He composed track 31.


Metal Storm
Developer: Tamtex
Publisher: Irem (Deadly Towers)
Released: 1991 (US), 1992 (Japan)
-The game is known as “Jūryoku Sōkō Metaru Sutōmu”, or Gravity Armor Metal Storm, in Japan
-The game's developers use programming tricks to create the illusion of parallax scrolling, something not directly supported by the NES. The background tiles are constantly redrawn, making them scroll at a different rate than the foreground.
-Among other differences, the Japanese version contains an opening cutscene that is absent from the American one. 

Contra
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 1988 (US/Japan), 1990 (Europe)
-The game is called Probotector in Europe. Additionally, most of the humanoid villains were changed into robots. Besides ninjas, discussed previously in this document, Europe also hates shooting people. Shooting robots, on the other hand, is a time-honored European tradition.
-The plot...let's face it, it doesn't matter. But the vile alien Red Falcon has invaded Earth with his army. You have to destroy him and save the universe. 
-The Japanese ending has an extra scene of our manly heroes GETTING TO DA CHOPPA before flying off in it.
-For a series with a, frankly, extraneous plot, Contra had something of a tangled continuity regarding the main heroes in particular. Are they Bill and Lance, Mad Dog and Scorpion, or Jimbo and Sully? Or are these three different sets of heroes? Contra 4 actually attempted to make some sense out of all this.

Super C
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 1990 (Japan, US), 1992 (Europe)
-The Japanese version's full name is Super Contra. The European version is called “Probotector II: Return of the Evil Forces”. The Evil Forces are again robots in said European version.
-Frankly, it's more Manly Men Destroying Aliens action.
-Interestingly, the legendary Konami Code does not do anything in this game. There is a separate “extra lives” code that gives you 30 lives in the Japanese version, and 10 lives in the other versions.

1080° Snowboarding
Developer/Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1998
-Developed over the course of nine months.
-Product placement abounds! Tommy Hilfiger clothes and Lamar snowboards in particular.

Double Dragon
Developer: Technos Japan
Publisher: Tradewest (North America), Nintendo (Europe)
-Billy Lee's girlfriend Marian has been kidnapped! Billy must fight the Black Warriors to get her back.
-The game also features a “B” mode that works like Street Fighter. You select a character and then battle your doppelganger to the death.



Double Dragon II: The Revenge
Developer: Technos Japan
Publisher: Acclaim (NA/EU)
Released: 1989 (Japan), 1990 (Elsewhere)
-This time, Marian has been shot dead. Billy and Jimmy Lee are out for, well, revenge, against the Shadow Warriors.
-Features 2-player co-op, a feature removed from the NES port of the original Double Dragon.
-Unlike the arcade version of Double Dragon II, which was essentially a remake of the first game, this version is a much more expansive game, featuring 9 missions.

Earthbound
Developer: Nintendo/Ape/HAL Laboratories
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1994 (Japan), 1995 (Elsewhere)
-Called “Mother 2: Gyiyg no Gyakushū“ (Or “Mother 2: Gyiyg Strikes Back”) in Japan. “Gyiyg” is the Japanese name for Giygas.
-The plot is kicked into motion when a meteorite lands near the home of a 13-year-old boy, called Ness. It soon transpires that an alien bug from the future has traveled to Ness's time to warn him about the evil Giygas. 
-The game sold poorly in its U.S. release. What fans it does have absolutely love it with a fervor that rivals that of the fanbases for the bands Tool and Radiohead. Depending on how you feel about these bands (Or their fanbases), this may or may not be a good thing.
 -The game will likely never see re-release in the U.S. There are numerous legal barrers toward the game being released in its current form, and its  director, Shigesato Itoi, refuses to make these compromises. Itoi is also one of the few people at Nintendo who is popular enough, and has enough pull, that the company will actually respect his wishes.
-Much more is made of the Apple of Enlightenment in Mother 2. In Earthbound, it's arbitrarily and randomly mentioned at a few points, and never again.

Super Metroid
Developer: Nintendo Research and Development 1/Intelligent Systems
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1994
-At 24 Megabits (3 Megabytes), it was the largest SNES game ever at the time of its release
-Developed by 15 people over the course of 2 and a half years (Half a year to get initial approval, then two more for development “proper”).
-At the start of the game, a voiceover informs us that “The last Metroid is in captivity. The galaxy is at peace.” Samus drops the baby Metroid (Which imprinted on her at the end of Metroid II) off at the space station Ceres. The peace doesn't last long, as the space station is attacked and the baby Metroid kidnapped.
-Commonly considered one of the best games ever, even among hardcore Metroid fans (The likely answer to “What's your favorite Metroid game?” will be either this or “Metroid Prime”).

Metroid Prime
Developers: Retro Studios/Nintendo
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 2002 (NA), 2003 (Elsewhere)
-The first 3D Metroid game. 
-The game starts as Samus receives a distress call from the Space Pirate frigate Orpheon. In a classic example of “Gone Horribly Right”, the experiments on the Frigate have slaughtered the crew.
-The hardcore Metroid community briefly loved Retro Studios for, they felt, pulling off a feat thought to be impossible--taking the exploratory, sequence-breaky gameplay of the Metroid series and transitioning it into 3D. This love affair ended once it came out that Retro held sequence breakers slightly above genocidal dictators on their sliding scale of evil.
-The game's being released in North America before anywhere else is indicative of the fact that sales-wise, the series has always done better in the US than in Japan (Even accounting for the population difference).

Metroid Prime 2: Echoes
Developers: Retro Studios/Nintendo
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 2004 (NA/EU/Aus), 2005 (Japan)
-Metroid Prime 2 takes place on the planet Aether. Samus is called in to investigate the planet after the Galactic Federation Marine Corps loses contact with a ship near the planet. The ship engaged a Space Pirate vessel, and both ships were heavily damaged in the conflict.
-The game was critically well-received, and general gamer reaction was also positive. The “hardcore” Metroid community was less kind, feeling it to be more linear than the first Prime game, with a fair amount of seemingly arbitrary backtracking forced on the gamer near the end.

Super Mario 64
Developer: Nintendo Entertainment Analysis and Development
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1996 (NA/Japan), 1997 (Europe)
-Widely considered the first really good 3D game.
-In Nintendo Power's 100th issue (September 1997), was anonymously voted the #1 game to date on a Nintendo console by an NP panel.
-One of the two (Yes, really) launch titles for the N64. Pilotwings 64 was the other.
-The plot of the game is that Princess Toadstool (For the first time in the US referred to as “Princess Toadstool...Peach”) has invited Mario to her castle to eat some of her cake (This is not innuendo, believe it or not). Unfortunately, Mario arrives to find the castle nearly deserted and the princess nowhere in sight. 

The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time
Developer: Nintendo Entertainment Analysis and Development
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1998
-Had a development crew of around 120 people, including stuntmen (Used to capture sword fighting and Link's movement).
-Was originally developed with the Mario 64 engine, although the modifications were so heavy that Shigeru Miyamoto considers the end result a completely different product.
-Was originally intended to be released for the Nintendo 64 Disk Drive.
-At 256 Megabits (32 Megabytes), the largest N64 game to be released at that time.
-The plot involves Link, a boy without a fairy (Not good in the Hylian race). He eventually acquires a fairy and goes to see what's wrong with the Great Deku Tree.

Jak and Daxter
Developer: Naughty Dog (Crash Bandicoot)
Publisher: Sony
Released: 2001
-Mark Mothersbaugh of Devo composed some of the music for the game.
-Jak and Daxter concerns...Jak and Daxter, who are on their way to Misty Island. On their journey, they come across a group of evil-doers. They win the battle, but Daxter is transformed into an otter/weasel hybrid in the process.
-Developed over the course of three years.

Contra: Hard Corps Uprising
Developer: Arc System Works
Publisher: Konami
Released: 2011
-Manly Men (And some Manly Women) Destroying More Stuff!
-Your perfunctory excuse for destroying lots of things this time is that it's the year 2613, and the world is ruled by the Commonwealth. You're part of a Resistance movement trying to take them down.

Contra III: The Alien Wars
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 1992
-The game is called “Contra Spirits” in Japan, and “Super Probotector: Alien Rebels” in Europe
-Aliens are invading again (In the US version, it's the Red Falcon at it again). Several plans are proposed behind the scenes, including the famous lazy school administrator solution of “Ignore them and they'll go away”. This doesn't work on bullies, and it doesn't work on the aliens either. “Sit down for some tea and a diplomatic chat with the alien invaders” is another option considered, but in the end, our heroes are called in, and the gameplan they go with is to “Attack aggressively”.
-This is where the mess regarding the protagonists' names really starts. This is because Contra III is the first Contra game in the US to retain the fact that the series takes place in the future. To try and give some continuity with the previous localizations, Bill and Lance (The protagonists in the Japanese version) are changed here to “Jimbo and Sully”.
-Our Manly Men dual-wield machine guns. Quite a feat.

Spider-Man and Venom: Maximum Carnage
Developer: Software Creations
Publisher: LJN (Yes, really--Acclaim and its subsidiaries did occasionally chance upon PUBLISHING a decent game)
Released: 1994
-Rock group Green Jellÿ composed the soundtrack for the game.
-The game follows pretty closely the “Maximum Carnage” storyline from the Spider-Man comics. 
-One somewhat unusual thing about the game is the sheer number of totally hidden powerups, that require a more full exploration of the stage than in most beat-em-ups.

Castlevania
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 1986 (Japan), 1987 (US), 1988 (EU)
-The official translation of the Japanese title is “Devil's Castle Dracula”
-In this inaugural game of the series, Simon Belmont has to kill the evil Count Dracula. That's...really it.
-The names in the ending are parodies of famous old-time movie star names.
-Though it may not seem like it in a casual playthrough, the Holy Water is ludicrously overpowered, especially when it's powered up to multi-shot level and used against bosses. 
Castlevania III: Dracula's Curse
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 1989 (Japan), 1990 (US), 1992 (EU)
-The game's Japanese title is “Akumajō Densetsu“, or “Devil's Castle Legend”
-This game is a prequel to the first two games. You play as Trevor Belmont. The Belmonts were previously exiled from Wallachia Village because people feared their “supernatural” power. However, with Dracula threatening to destroy the land, the Church grudgingly calls Trevor to action.
-The Japanese version of the game used a chip called the VRC6, whose main function was to provide an additional three music channels to the Famicom/NES's standard 5 channels. There were also some slightly improved graphics. 
-Another main difference between the Japanese version and other versions is Grant DaNasty's main attack--he uses throwing daggers in the Japanese version, and stabs with a short-range dagger in the others.

Super Castlevania IV
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 1991 (Japan/US), 1992 (EU)
-Like the first game, the game's Japanese title translates to “Devil's Castle Dracula”
-The game features the same basic plot (“You're Simon Belmont, kill Dracula”) as the first game, but is more a reimagining and expansion than a straight remake. The game adds five levels outside Dracula's Castle to the 6 from the original Castlevania, and the inside-the-castle levels are completely different from the first game.
-There's some censorship in the North American version. Most notably, the acid or slime in Level 8 was originally blood.

Castlevania: Bloodlines
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 1994
-The game's title in Japan translates to “Vampire Killer”. The European/Australian versions have “Castlevania: The New Generation”.
-Dracula is back again, but this time the two heroes are John Morris (A Belmont descendant) and Eric LeCarde (Whose love has been turned into a vampire). Dracula's niece, Countess Bartley, has revived him via an unholy ceremony. As a minor side effect, this ceremony caused World War I.
-With his spear, Eric LeCarde is the first character selectable from the start of a Castlevania game not to employ a whip.
-The two characters take slightly different paths through some of the levels, level 3 in particular.
-The game was something of a coup for the Genesis, as it was the first Castlevania game not developed for a Nintendo system (At least in the US).
-Konami's first attempt to tie the Castlevania series in with Bram Stoker's novel (John Morris is the nephew of Quincy Morris, the hero of the novel. Additionally, “Bartley” is a mistranslation of “Báthory”, an actual historical figure.).

Castlevania: Symphony of the Night
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 1997
-In Japan, the game is called “Devil's Castle Dracula X: Nocturne in the Moonlight”
-This game is a direct sequel to Rondo of Blood (Castlevania: Dracula X). 5 years after Richter Belmont defeats Dracula, he mysteriously goes missing. Alucard, Dracula's half-vampire son, wakes from his self-imposed slumber and goes off to kill Dracula, at the same time as Maria Renard is searching Castlevania for Richter.
-The game is credited with inventing the “Metroidvania” style of gameplay. This even though the game is essentially “Metroid with a Castlevania graphical scheme”, plus the fact that Castlevania II had a somewhat similar form of gameplay.
-In the US version, the “Final Stage: Bloodlines” overlay at the start of the game is flat-out wrong. It's actually the final stage of Rondo of Blood.

Castlevania: Aria of Sorrow
Developer: Konami Computer Entertainment Tokyo
Publisher: Konami
Released: 2003
 -Titled  "Castlevania: Minuet of Dawn" in Japan.
-The game's plot takes place in the year 2035. Dracula has been prophesied to reincarnate, and the reincarnation will inherit all of his powers. It's this prophesy that drives the protagonist, Soma Cruz, and his supporting cast to the castle.

Castlevania: Dawn of Sorrow
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 2005
 -The game is called  "Devil's Castle Dracula: Cross of the Blue Moon" in Japan.
-Takes place one year after Aria of Sorrow. This time around, a new cult is intent on killing Soma Cruz and reviving Dracula.

Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire
Developer: LucasArts
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1996 (NA), 1997 (Elsewhere)
-Takes place largely between The Empire Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi. It follows an original character, Dash Rendar, on his adventures in Rogue Squadron.
-Shadows of the Empire was part of a multimedia (Game, comic, etc) project attempting to fill in the backstory between Empire and Jedi. The success of this would influence the making of The Clone Wars some years later.

Blast Corps
Developer: Rare
Publisher: Nintendo
Released: 1997
-Called “Blast Dozer” in Japan.
-The game centers around an unstoppable carrier truck with a nuclear missile on it. As a member of the Blast Corps, you have to destroy buildings in the truck's path so it doesn't slam into them and cause a big nuclear boom.
-Attaining all platinum medals in the game is regarded as one of the most difficult accomplishments in gaming.
-Yes, the plot is very similar to that of the 2010 movie Unstoppable. Clearly, Rare invented time travel so they could go back to 1997 and use the plot idea of “People must stop unstoppable vehicle carrying disaster” first.



Metal Gear Solid
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 1998 (US/JP), 1999 (EU)
-A reboot of the Metal Gear series.
-Solid Snake is ordered to infiltrate a nuclear weapons facility and neutralize a terrorist threat.
-In an interview, Hideo Kojima said that he made “about 60%” of the game he had wanted to with Metal Gear Solid (In contrast, the original Metal Gear was about 20% of his vision).
-The game that popularized the stealth genre.
-Cam Clarke, the voice of Leonardo in the 1980s Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles series, voiced Liquid Snake. David Hayter, who wrote the screenplay for X-Men, voiced Solid Snake.

Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty
Developer/Publisher: Konami
Released: 2001 (NA/JP), 2002 (EU)
-This game is basically Hideo Kojima trolling everyone. The ending in particular goes “We were JUST KIDDING about just kidding about the whole thing..OH, JUST KIDDING! HAHAHA!” about eight times.
-The hype job for this game began essentially as soon as the original Metal Gear Solid was released. By and large, it is agreed that the gameplay, at least, lived up to said hype job. Opinions are more divided on the story.
-Another example of Hideo trolling the fanbase with this game was the demo, which featured Solid Snake kicking ass in a tanker. People were somewhat surprised when the main character of the game turned out to be a girlie-man named Raiden instead.

